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Abstract
The present paper focuses on the recent history of German noun-participle combi-
nations in which the noun saturates an argument of the base verb. These structures
are hybrids between phrases and words, yielding variation in spelling and in the form
of the nominal constituent. For instance, the combinations Mitleid erregend vs. mit-
leidØerregend vs. mitleidserregend ‘pitiful’, lit. “pity-arousing” (where Ø represents
a zero morpheme) exemplify such variation, which is a (preliminary) result of (ongo-
ing) language change. Therefore, this paper studies how the noun-participle pattern
has diachronically evolved between syntax and word formation since the 18th cen-
tury. Spelling and nominal forms are used as central indicators. For the latter, two ap-
proaches based on verb-valency are introduced. Data from the German Text Archive
and DWDS core corpus show that over the past 300 years, noun-participle combina-
tions have undergone a process of morphologization: they are increasingly written as
a graphemic unit and take nominal forms that are typical of nominal root compounds.
Moreover, this study shows that morphologization is partly supported by high token
frequencies of individual types. It is argued that the phenomenon is best characterized
by assuming a gradient distinction between syntax and word formation.

Keywords Synthetic compounds · Noun-participle combinations · Linking
elements · Spelling · Language change · History of German

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the recent history of German noun-participle combinations, that
is, complex structures combining a noun and a present participle. The focus is on
combinations in which the noun saturates an argument of the base verb (e.g., ekeler-
regend/Ekel erregend ‘nauseating’, lit. “disgust-arousing”), a highly frequent pattern
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in present-day German (cf. Pümpel-Mader et al., 1992: 4, 288).1 Noun-participle
combinations have an ambivalent status between phrases and words, which causes
variation in form. This can be seen in written language where both spaced and con-
catenated spellings occur diachronically. While spacing between the noun and the
present participle is a feature typical of phrases (cf. (1)), noun-participle combina-
tions may also be written as a graphemic unit, which is a feature typical of words (cf.
(2)).

(1) Vertrauen erweckend ‘instilling confidence’

(2) vertrauenerweckend ‘instilling confidence’

For the latter type, the form of the nominal constituent also shows variation due to the
ambivalent status of noun-participle combinations.2 The choice of nominal forms ei-
ther corresponds to the nominal form of the underlying verb phrase or to the nominal
form of root compounds with the same first constituent.

(3) [zeitungØ]lesend ‘newspaper-reading’

(4) [zeitungs]lesend ‘newspaper-reading’

In (3), the nominal form is homophonous with the covertly inflected form of the noun
in the underlying verb phrase: [ZeitungØ] lesen ‘to read (a) newspaper’. Such noun-
participle combinations are close to verb phrases since the latter serve as a source
of analogical extension for the nominal forms. In (4), the nominal form cannot be
analyzed as an inflected form (∗[Zeitungs] lesen). Instead, the noun-participle com-
bination takes a linking -s- analogously to root compounds with the same first con-
stituent (such as [Zeitungs]artikel ‘newspaper article’, [Zeitungs]junge ‘paperboy’).
These two principles compete with each other and lead to varying nominal forms as
can be generally observed for synthetic compounds (Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2011:
59–62), cf. for instance [Beitrags]zahler/[BeitragØ]zahler ‘contributor’, lit. “contri-
bution payer”. Fuhrhop (1996: 546) notes that, diachronically, there is an increasing
tendency for the nominal form in noun-participle combinations to align with that in
root compounds, although this process has not yet progressed very far.

A large group of noun-participle combinations exhibit features that are typical
of phrases, of words, or of a combination of both. Looking at the varying spellings
and nominal forms, the question arises of whether noun-participle combinations are
phrases (syntax) or compounds (word formation). The relationship between syntax
and word formation has been extensively discussed in the literature (cf. Schlücker,
2020 for an overview) and is mostly approached from a synchronic perspective. How-
ever, the question of the relationship between syntax and word formation is ultimately
a diachronic one. The variation of phrasal and morphological features observed in
noun-participle combinations such as nervenaufreibend/Nerven aufreibend ‘nerve-
racking’ indicates that there is ongoing language change (Nübling & Szczepaniak,

1According to corpus data from Pümpel-Mader et al. (1992: 4, 288), noun-participle combinations with an
internal argument structure make up 11.71% of complex adjectives. Apparently, only combinations with
concatenated spelling were included in this study.
2Regarding notation: Nominal forms are highlighted by square brackets []. The Ø symbol represents the
zero morpheme, that is, no additional phonetic material.
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2011). Studying the historical development of noun-participle combinations thus al-
lows us to draw conclusions about how the relationship between syntax and mor-
phology is organized (diachronically). Diachronic studies on synthetic compounds
in German are scarce; examples of studies on nominal synthetic compounds are
Joeres (1995), Meibauer (1998), Werner (2017), and Werner et al. (2020). Noun-
participle combinations are especially underrepresented in prior research. As will be
shown in Sect. 2.2, they are more closely related to the syntax than nominal synthetic
compounds are (e.g., Feuerlöscher ‘fire-extinguisher’). Due to this, their character-
istics can shed some light on the relationship between phrases and words, particu-
larly from a diachronic perspective. This paper aims to explore how noun-participle
combinations have developed since the 18th century with regard to their phrasal and
morphological features. Based on prior research, it is expected that noun-participle
combinations have diachronically evolved away from the syntax and have taken on
morphological features, supported by lexicalization. To examine this assumption, a
diachronic corpus study of newspaper texts will be conducted.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a brief overview of prior research
on the relationship of word formation and syntax, highlighting the need for a di-
achronic approach (2.1). Subsequently, the morphological and syntactic features of
noun-participle combinations are introduced in more detail (2.2), with special atten-
tion to the form of the nominal constituents (2.3). The design of the corpus study will
be presented in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 introduces the empirical results. The data confirm that
noun-participle combinations have become more morphological over time. However,
combinations of low frequency have tended to keep spaced spellings. Moreover, high-
frequency combinations have tended to preserve the nominal forms of corresponding
verb phrases. In Sect. 5 it is argued that the phenomenon is best characterized by
assuming a gradient distinction between syntax and word formation.

2 Between word formation and syntax

2.1 The diachronic relationship of word formation and syntax

Many languages provide evidence for linguistic units exhibiting both morphological
and phrasal features (e.g., Bauer, 2019 on compounds and multi-word expressions in
English; Booij, 2002a on separable complex verbs in Dutch; Hüning, 2010 on Dutch
and German adjective-noun combinations; see Schlücker, 2020 for crosslinguistic
discussion). Such units cannot be clearly classified as words or phrases. Hence, the
relationship between word formation and syntax has been controversial in the liter-
ature. In this regard, there are two key issues: First, how can words and phrases be
distinguished from each other? Second, do word formation and syntax form distinct
linguistic domains or not? Works from different theoretical backgrounds have given
divergent answers to the latter. Generative approaches assume a modular structure
and view morphology and syntax either as separate domains (Ackema & Neeleman,
2004), as overlapping domains (Giegerich, 2015: 122–123), or as regulated by a sin-
gle system (Lieber, 1992: 21). In contrast, works in the constructionist framework
view word formation and syntax as poles belonging to a continuum (e.g., Booij &
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Audring, 2017; Nenonen & Penttilä, 2014; Schlücker, 2020). Most of these pieces of
work take a synchronic perspective. However, structures between words and phrases
are often the (preliminary) result of (ongoing) language change. Diachronic data
can account for many of the intermediate phenomena and furthermore shed light
on present-day linguistic variation (cf. Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2010 on linking el-
ements in German; Sanchez-Stockhammer, 2018: 3, 210–226 on the spelling of En-
glish compounds). In this respect, the question of the relationship between word for-
mation and syntax is not least a matter of diachrony. In addition to the diachronic
view, the relationship of word formation and syntax crucially depends on the lan-
guage under consideration (Schlücker, 2020: 26). In some languages, morphological
and phrasal entities can be clearly distinguished on the basis of their forms. Consider
the contrast between the German examples Schwárztee and schwarzer Tée ‘black tea’.
The former is a compound, exhibiting concatenated spelling, an uninflected first con-
stituent, and main stress on the non-head. The latter is a phrase, exhibiting spaced
spelling, an inflected adjective, and main stress on the head. Spelling, inflection, and
stress help to distinguish nominal compounds and phrases also in Dutch and Danish
(Hüning & Schlücker, 2015: 454). Other languages such as English (cf. Bauer, 1998)
lack a systematic marking of words or phrases, making a distinction much more dif-
ficult to define. Given that German has a rich inventory of morphological features, it
is considered a “prime example of a clear compound-phrase distinction” (Schlücker,
2020: 26). Nevertheless, a clear demarcation of the categories ‘word’ and ‘phrase’
in German is by no means trivial since certain linguistic patterns combine morpho-
logical and phrasal features and/or show variation in this respect. Examples of such
borderline cases are noun-participle combinations such as händeschüttelnd ‘shaking
hands’ and Vertrauen erweckend/vertrauenerweckend ‘instilling confidence’. Their
ambivalent characteristics will be outlined below in Sect. 2.2.

In order to examine the relationship between word formation and syntax, it is nec-
essary to clarify what distinguishes words from phrases. There is a long history of
researchers attempting to define the notion of ‘word’ (e.g., Bloomfield, 1984: 178;
Krámský, 1969: 67; Lyons, 1968: 200). Due to space considerations, the discussion
cannot be presented here in its entirety. Haspelmath (2011) convincingly argues that
a universal definition of ‘word’ is impossible (also see Lyons, 1968: 181; Matthews,
1972: 147–156). This is especially the case when taking a diachronic perspective as
the notion of ‘word’ can change. Nonetheless, it is possible to approach the notion
of ‘word’ by identifying features that are typical of words. In this respect, German
is a promising language of investigation due to its aforementioned morphological
features. The present study focuses on two word-typical features, namely concate-
nated spelling and linking elements. In the history of German, concatenated spelling
is considered to go hand in hand with word status (e.g., Solms, 1999: 133, fn. 14;
Kopf, 2018a: 151–154). As in English (e.g., Bauer, 1998: 68–69), the reverse does
not apply: throughout the history of German, spaced spelling is not a clear indicator
of non-word status (Solling, 2012; Jacobs, 2005: 6, 168, fn. 13). Hyphenation can be
considered as a “compromise” (Bauer, 1998: 69) between spaced and concatenated
spelling, which is especially interesting with regard to structures between syntax and
word formation. In the context of this study, concatenated spelling is not conceived
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of as a feature strictly implying word status.3 Instead, it is considered a prototypi-
cal feature of words in that it occurs almost exclusively with words diachronically.
Linking elements are the second word-typical feature considered here. They occur
between the constituents of complex words (Fleischer & Barz, 2012: 185), as for ex-
ample -s- in Geburtstag (= Geburt + s + tag) ‘birthday’. It is widely assumed that
linking elements have lost their initial morphosyntactic meaning (Ortner et al., 1991:
51; Hennig, 2016: 337). Consequently, many linking elements cannot be analyzed
as inflectional morphemes, making them features of word formation. In the case of
lebensrettend ‘life-saving’, for example, the base verb retten ‘to save’ requires a com-
plement in the accusative case. Leben ‘life’ is covertly marked for accusative: (ein)
[LebenØ] retten ‘to save a life’. The linking -s- in [lebens]rettend cannot be analyzed
as an inflectional morpheme because the form Lebens is ill-formed in the phrase
∗[Lebens] retten ‘to save (a) life’. In such cases, linking elements are clearly catego-
rial indicators of word formation. However, there are many ambiguous cases where
linking elements and inflectional morphemes correspond in form. Sect. 2.3 therefore
argues that it is useful to avoid the distinction between linking elements and inflec-
tional morphemes when investigating the relationship of words and phrases. As an al-
ternative, an approach via nominal forms is proposed. Moreover, Sect. 2.3 introduces
three approaches for categorizing nominal forms as indicators of word formation or
syntax.

In view of structures combining morphological and phrasal features (e.g., in terms
of spelling and nominal forms: Leben rettend/lebenrettend/lebensrettend), the ques-
tion arises as to which direction this development is taking: Are formerly syntac-
tic structures becoming more morphological or are morphological structures taking
on syntactic characteristics? Both directions are possible, but with regard to word-
formation morphology, the former is apparently the standard case.4 The diachronic
view holds countless examples of multi-morphemic entities taking on morphological
features or abandoning syntactic features. According to the literature, this develop-
ment is supported by lexicalization. For example, Plag et al. (2008) show that more
lexicalized compounds (with frequency of use and spelling as indicators of lexicaliza-
tion) tend toward more stress on the first constituent in English, a stress pattern typical
of compounds. Similar observations have been made for the concatenated spelling of
English compounds (Kuperman & Bertram, 2013: 946; Sanchez-Stockhammer, 2018:
134). Booij (2002b: 315) gives examples of lexicalized adjective-noun sequences ex-
hibiting concatenated spelling despite the inflectional schwa of the adjective such as
blindedarm ‘appendix’ and jongeman ‘young man’. Other lexicalized adjective-noun
sequences in Dutch such as de wetenschappelijkØ directeur ‘the scientific director’
allow for deletion of the inflectional schwa despite spaced spelling, making them
more similar to compounds, which have no internal inflection either (Booij, 2002b:
315–316; Hüning, 2010: 208–209).

3Particularly in earlier stages of German, syntactic sequences written as one graphemic unit also occurred
(cf. Tophinke, 2000; Bredel, 2006; Hübener, 2021). Although this phenomenon is rare, it shows that di-
achronically, concatenated spelling does not necessarily imply word status.
4An example of a pattern that became more syntactic is adjective-noun combinations in Dutch. While they
were often realized as compounds in Middle Dutch, they are mostly expressed by phrases today, consider
for example soetwijn > zoete wijn ‘sweet wine’ (Hüning, 2010: 205).
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Fuhrhop (2000: 201) refers to this process in which linguistic units abandon struc-
tural features that are typical of the syntax and instead adopt typically morphological
characteristics as morphologization. She suggests that noun-participle combinations
have undergone morphologization as well and that this development is supported by
lexicalization (Fuhrhop, 2000: 211; also see Kopf, 2018a: 183, fn. 164). With regard
to the relationship between word formation and syntax, it is very insightful to trace
this development on the basis of diachronic data. To date, however, there has been
little empirical research on the history of German noun-participle combinations. The
same holds for synthetic compounds in German in general, of which noun-participle
combinations form a subgroup. Synthetic compounds are defined here as structures
of the form noun + verbal stem + affix with the noun saturating an argument of
the base verb (e.g., Feuerlöscher ‘fire-extinguisher’).5 This means that in the cor-
responding verb phrase, the noun functions as an object of the verb: Feuerlöscher
– Feuer löschen ‘to extinguish fire’. In recent years there has been growing interest
in German synthetic compounds in empirical work with consideration given to their
exceptional status between words and phrases (e.g., Gaeta & Zeldes, 2012, 2017; Jo-
eres, 1995; Meibauer, 1998; Werner 2017, 2020; Werner et al., 2020; cf. Neef, 2015
for an overview). However, large quantitative studies on the diachronic development
of synthetic compounds still present a scientific lacuna. It is the aim of this study to
fill this research gap by investigating the recent history of noun-participle combina-
tions in German. The following sections introduce the ambivalent characteristics of
noun-participle combinations.

2.2 Syntactic and morphological characteristics of noun-participle combinations

The structural ambiguity of noun-participle combinations between words and phrases
is triggered by the present participle, which has adjectival and verbal features
(Fuhrhop, 2007: 129; also see Fuhrhop & Teuber, 2000).

Unlike in English, present participles in German do not occur in analytic verb
forms (He is walking – *Er ist gehend).6 Present participles occur in attributive po-
sition, agreeing with the head noun for case, number, and gender (die scharrenden
Hühner ‘the scratching chickens’), and in adverbial position (er sah lächelnd auf ‘he
looked up smiling’). In some cases, present participles are gradable (das bedeutendste
Werk Goethes ‘the most important work of Goethe’). Due to their distributional traits,
present participles are considered as adjectives here. However, they are peripheral ad-
jectives (Sommerfeldt, 1988: 225; also see Charitonova, 1977: 30) since some char-
acteristics of their verbal bases are preserved. Central to this study is that they take
on complements of the underlying verb, highlighted in square brackets in (5)–(8).
In (5-a), das Fahrrad is an object of the verb reparieren. In the corresponding par-
ticiple phrase (5-b), das Fahrrad can be seen as a secondary object of the participle

5This paper focuses on synthetic compounds with a verbal base. In general, the governing constituent can
also be an adjective, as for example in liebenswürdig ‘kind’, lit. “worthy of love”.
6According to Blatz (1900: 603), the present participle frequently occurs in syntactic constructions such
as the following: Ich sah den Reiter über die Brücke sprengend ‘I saw the rider jumping over the bridge’.
Fuhrhop and Teuber (2000: 180), on the other hand, evaluate such constructions as ungrammatical. Obvi-
ously, this is a case of syntactic change (cf. Zifonun et al., 1997: 1418).
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reparierend.7 In fact, present participles can convert verb phrases of any complexity
into participial phrases (functioning as adjective phrases) with almost no restrictions.
The ability of present participles to form phrases demonstrates their strong linkage to
the syntax.8 This paper focuses on complements with nominal heads. The nouns of
participial complements can have a determiner (5-b), can be quantified (6), modified
(7), or occur autonomously (8).

(5) a. Die Frau repariert [das Fahrrad] ‘the woman is fixing the bicycle’
b. Die [das Fahrrad] reparierende Frau ‘the woman fixing the bicycle’, lit.

“the bicycle fixing woman”

(6) eine [viele Bücher] umfassende Sammlung ‘a collection including many
books’

(7) die [getrocknete Tomaten] essenden Mitarbeiter ‘the employees eating dried
tomatoes’

(8) die [Kaugummi] kauenden/[kaugummi]kauenden Kinder ‘the children chew-
ing gum’

Cases (5) to (7) are clearly syntactic because the nouns occur with a determiner or
a modifier. However, noun-participle combinations9 with autonomous nouns such
as (8) are structurally ambiguous (Fuhrhop, 2007: 134). On the one hand, they can
be analyzed as participle phrases, analogously to phrases (5-b)–(7). On the other
hand, they can be seen as adjectival compounds.10 This hybrid status is reflected
in spelling. Noun-participle combinations with autonomous nouns can occur both in
concatenated and spaced spellings (Dudenredaktion, 2020: 56), often yielding varia-
tion in individual types (Mitleid erregend vs. mitleiderregend ‘pitiful’, kräftesparend
vs. Kräfte sparend ‘effort-saving’). Concatenated spelling, however, is more common
(Hennig, 2016: 411–412). Concatenated spelling is a word-typical feature, whereas
spaced spelling suggests a stronger link of a noun-participle combination to the syn-
tax. Several studies report that lexicalization or high token frequencies give rise to
concatenated spelling (e.g., Weidman, 1941: 97–98 on Middle High German com-
pounds; Kuperman & Bertram, 2013: 946; Sanchez-Stockhammer, 2018: 134 on En-

7The term secondary object is used here for illustrative reasons. See Imo (2016: 172–173) for a critical
discussion of this analysis.
8In this respect, participle structures are more closely related to the syntax than patterns of nominal syn-
thetic compounding are. The latter can only form complex words, not phrases: [das Fahrrad] reparierend
‘fixing [the bicycle]’ vs. ∗[das Fahrrad] Reparierer ‘[the bicycle] repairer’.
9In the remainder of this study, the term noun-participle combination refers to complex structures com-
bining an autonomous noun and a present participle with the noun saturating an argument of the base
verb.
10Other than nominal compounds including modification such as Heißwasserspeicher ‘hot water tank’
or deutsche Sprachwissenschaft ‘German linguistics’, lit. “German language science” (cf. Bergmann,
1980), noun-participle combinations refrain from integrating complex nominal phrases morphologically
(?getrocknete-tomaten-essend ‘eating dried tomatoes’). Apparently, due to the syntactic linkage of present
participles, it is preferred to realize modified nouns as noun phrases rather than as complex first con-
stituents. Therefore, cases like (7) are not part of the ambivalent construction that is the scope of this
study.
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glish compounds). This could also be the case for noun-participle combinations as
lexicalization could enforce them to be perceived as lexical units.

In terms of their syntactic distribution, noun-participle combinations are adjec-
tives (or form adjective phrases), parallel to simple participles. For example, they
occur in the attributive position, inflectionally agreeing with the head noun: ein auf-
sehenerregender /Aufsehen erregender Hut ‘a sensational hat’. In some instances,
noun-participle combinations are gradable (e.g., am erfolgversprechendsten ‘the most
promising’, lit. “the most success-promising”). Linking elements, or more generally,
the form of the nominal constituents, are another feature that reveals the ambivalence
of noun-participle combinations. They will be presented in the following section.

2.3 Nominal forms as a toolkit for investigating morphologization

While spelling is a straightforward variable for operationalizing morphologization,
linking elements require more detailed explanations. Linking elements have mostly
been considered in the context of root compounds11 (e.g., Nübling & Szczepaniak,
2008; Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2010; Kopf, 2018a,b) and rarely in the context of
synthetic compounds. However, due to their relation to verb phrases, synthetic com-
pounds differ from root compounds in terms of linking elements. To grasp this phe-
nomenon, new theoretical and methodological approaches are needed. This section
starts by arguing that it is more useful to analyze the nominal form rather than consid-
ering linking elements in isolation. In succession, three approaches are presented that
use nominal forms as a toolkit for investigating the morphologization of synthetic
compounds.

In the remainder of this paper, the form in which a nominal constituent occurs is
referred to as the nominal form and is highlighted in square brackets, as for example
in [hände]ringend ‘hand-wringing’. It includes possible linking elements and inflec-
tional morphemes. This approach is closely related to the concept of stem paradigms
as proposed by Fuhrhop (1998). However, nominal forms are first and foremost a
descriptive tool that does not require separation of compounding and inflection.12

The reason why nominal forms provide information on morphologization becomes
immediately evident when comparing the nominal forms of synthetic compounds,
verb phrases and root compounds. In present-day German, many nouns have a fixed
nominal form in which they occur as first constituents in nominal root compounds
(e.g., Kopf, 2018a: 284–285). Nominal forms of nouns ending in the suffix -ung such
as [Heizungs]rohr ‘heating pipe’ and [Meinungs]freiheit ‘freedom of opinion’ usu-
ally contain a linking -s-. In contrast, synthetic compounds and noun-participle com-
binations in particular often lack the linking -s- although it is typical of several first
constituents (Hennig, 2016: 339), as for example in [achtungØ]gebietend ‘imposing’

11Synthetic compounds need to be distinguished from root compounds. Throughout this paper, the term
root compound is used to refer to compounds without a word-internal argument relation (e.g., Teetasse
‘tea cup’, Regenwald ‘rain forest’). Root compounds may, nevertheless, have deverbal second constituents
(e.g., silberglänzend ‘silvery’, lit. “silver-shining”).
12Fuhrhop’s (1998, 2007) approach focuses on comparing synthetic compounds with root compounds.
For instance, she refers to nominal forms corresponding to verb phrases as compounding stem forms (e.g.,
achtunggebietend), although inflectional stem forms could also be assumed here.
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as opposed to [Achtungs]erfolg ‘respectable achievement’. In such cases, the nominal
forms correspond to the nominal forms of the underlying verb phrases: [AchtungØ]
gebieten ‘to command respect’ – [achtungØ]gebietend. The analogy to verb phrases
is also a frequently used gateway for plural nominal forms to occur in noun-participle
combinations (Fleischer & Barz, 2012: 321), as for example in [Kräfte] sparen ‘to
save efforts’ – [kräfte]sparend (Archiv der Gegenwart, 2001 [1944], DWDS) ‘effort-
saving’. In contrast, for corresponding nominal forms in root compounds, singular
forms as in [KraftØ]werk ‘power station’ are the default (cf. Kopf, 2018a: 277–278 on
(Early) New High German), although counterexamples such as [Kräfte]gleichgewicht
‘balance of forces’ exist. In such cases, it is hardly possible to speak of mere linking
elements (Fleischer & Barz, 2012: 321, 331) since they have a grammatical function
indicating plurality.13 However, in analogy to root compounds, plural forms as in
[kräfte]sparend ‘effort-saving/saving efforts’ can be neutralized as in [kraftØ]sparend
‘effort-saving’ (Fleischer & Barz, 2012: 321).

Many authors agree that nominal forms within synthetic compounds and par-
ticularly within noun-participle combinations correspond to nominal forms in the
underlying verb phrases (Augst, 1975: 121; Hennig, 2016: 339; Fuhrhop, 2000:
211; Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2011: 59–62). This is not necessarily the case.
Consider the example [lebens]verlängernd ‘life-prolonging’. The base verb ver-
längern requires a complement in the accusative case, which is covertly marked
for Leben: (das) [LebenØ] verlängern ‘to prolong life’. However, the nominal form
of [lebens]verlängernd has an additional -s-. Therefore, it does not correspond to
the verb phrase [LebenØ] verlängernd. Instead, the nominal form corresponds to
the nominal form of root compounds with the same first constituent. Leben usu-
ally takes a linking -s- when occurring as a first constituent in root compounds (e.g.,
[Lebens]lauf ‘curriculum vitae’). Apparently, synthetic compounds can be influenced
by the model of root compounds (Fuhrhop, 2007: 30; cf. Krott et al., 2007 on analog-
ical effects on linking elements in German) and evolve away from their underlying
verb phrases. Thus, nominal forms that are influenced by root compounds are an
indicator of morphologization (cf. Fuhrhop, 2000).

Relatively little is known about how nominal forms of synthetic compounds in
German are distributed. Diachronically, synthetic compounds often show variation in
terms of nominal forms, as for example in [kriegs]führend/[kriegØ]führend ‘warring’.
Kopf (2018a: 183–184) finds that the linking -s- occurs considerably less frequently
in synthetic compounds than in root compounds (16.3% vs. 44.3% linking -s-) in
the Mainz (Early) New High German corpus (1500 to 1710). It competes with the
zero morpheme, which occurs most likely by analogy to corresponding verb phrases
in Kopf’s data ([UrtheilØ]sprecher ‘judge’, lit. “judgment speaker” – ein [UrteilØ]
sprechen ‘to pronounce a verdict’). On the basis of data extracted by means of a
Google search, Nübling and Szczepaniak (2011: 59–60) show that linking -s- and
the zero morpheme alternate greatly for numerous synthetic compounds in present-
day German. Alternating nominal forms are due in part to ongoing language change
(Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2011). In the case of synthetic compounds, the analogical
extension of nominal forms (cf. Krott et al., 2007) has undergone change: there is

13This, again, highlights that it is useful to consider nominal forms instead of linking elements.
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Table 1 Competing analogical sources for nominal forms in synthetic compounds

Verb phrase Synthetic compound Root compound

[OrdnungØ] lieben [ordnungØ/s]liebend [Ordnungs]amt ‘public order office’, . . .

‘to love order’ ‘order-loving’

(eine) [BrilleØ] tragen [brilleØ/n]tragend [Brillen]bügel ‘eyeglass temple’, . . .

‘to wear glasses’ ‘wearing glasses’

[LebenØ] retten [lebenØ/s]rettend [Lebens]ziel ‘life goal’, . . .

‘to save lives’ ‘life-saving’

competition between the analogical source of verb phrases and the analogical source
of root compounds, which is illustrated by examples in Table 1. In general, the cur-
rent trend is towards a more morphological and less phrasal character for synthetic
compounds (Fuhrhop, 2000: 211; Fuhrhop, 1998: 217–218; also see Werner, 2017),
which means that root compounds gain ground as analogical sources for nominal
forms. Fuhrhop (2000: 211) states that the more a noun-participle combination is
lexicalized, the more likely it is to occur with the nominal form that is commonly
used for root compounds with the same first constituent, as can be observed in [rich-
tungØ]weisend > [richtungs]weisend ‘trendsetting’ (also see Kopf, 2018a: 183, fn.
164).14 This would be in line with the universal tendency of lexicalization to support
morphologization (cf. Sect. 2.1).

To sum up, nominal forms are an important tool for investigating morphologiza-
tion as they can either correspond to verb phrases or to root compounds. Three ap-
proaches are possible to analyze how morphologized individual synthetic compounds
are. Their nominal forms can either be compared to nouns in corresponding verb
phrases or to root compounds with the same first constituent. However, as we will
see in Sect. 4.3, 62.25% to 67.8% of the nominal forms are ambiguous between nom-
inal forms of verb phrases and root compounds. Due to the many ambiguous cases, a
third approach combines the former two approaches and treats ambiguity as a sepa-
rate category. In what follows, the three approaches will be discussed in more detail.

Inflectional compatibility A classification of linking elements often considered in
the literature is based on the inflectional paradigms of the first constituents (cf. Well-
mann et al., 1974: 359, fn. 5). Wellmann et al. (1974: 359, fn. 5) distinguish between
paradigmatic and nonparadigmatic linking elements. A paradigmatic linking element
is identical in form to an inflectional suffix of the noun. For example, the linking -n-
in [Wolken]formation ‘cloud formation’ is paradigmatic because Wolken ‘clouds’ is
the plural form of Wolke. A nonparadigmatic linking element does not occur in the
inflectional paradigm of the noun. For instance, the -s- in [Geburts]tag ‘birthday’
is nonparadigmatic since *Geburts does not correspond to an inflectional form of
Geburt ‘birth’. This distinction is useful for root compounds but insufficient for de-
termining whether a synthetic compound is syntactically or morphologically shaped.

14In the present paper, it is assumed that linguistic patterns are lexicalized or conventionalized with in-
creasing token frequency (e.g., Zeldes, 2013: 243).
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For example, the -s- in [lebens]verlängernd ‘life prolonging’ would be paradigmatic
according to this approach (Lebens ‘life.GEN.SG’). However, the fact that the verb
verlängern normally requires a complement in the accusative case (LebenØ) is disre-
garded ([LebenØ] verlängern ‘to prolong life’, but ∗[Lebens] verlängern).

This shows that a comprehensive analysis of synthetic compounds has to consider
the valency of the governing constituent. Hence, this study takes into account the
case required by the base verb of the noun-participle combination. Nominal forms
like [lebens] in [lebens]verlängernd will be referred to as inflectionally incompati-
ble. In contrast, consider [ordnungØ]liebend ‘order-loving’. Here, the nominal form
[ordnungØ] is consistent with an accusative form as required by the base verb lieben:
[OrdnungØ] lieben ‘to love order’. Therefore, this nominal form can be described as
inflectionally compatible with this combination of base verb and noun.

Comparison to root compounds Fuhrhop (2007: 141–142) examines whether syn-
thetic compounds take the linking elements that would be expected to occur after
corresponding first constituents in root compounds. Since root compounds are so
dominant and ubiquitous in German (e.g., Ortner et al., 1991: 3, 112; Schlücker,
2012: 2), the distribution of their linking elements can be seen as a benchmark for
other patterns that involve linking elements. Fuhrhop (2007) thus refers to linking
elements in root compounds as conventional. For example, in [produktions]anregend
(Berliner Tageblatt, morning issue, 02-13-1902, DWDS) ‘production-stimulating’ the
linking -s- is conventional because it regularly occurs after derivatives ending in -ion
(cf. Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2008: 4), as for example in [Produktions]kosten ‘manu-
facturing costs’. In contrast, the conventional -s- does not occur in [religionØ]bildend
(Völkischer Beobachter, Berlin issue, 03-04-1934, DWDS) ‘religion-forming’. Since
[religionØ]bildend ‘religion-forming’ is unlinked, this combination apparently is not
modelled analogously to root compounds but rather corresponds to the verb phrase
[ReligionØ] bilden ‘to form religion’.

According to Fuhrhop’s (2007) examination of 420 noun-participle combina-
tions from a contemporary newspaper corpus, most combinations take the same
linking elements as root compounds with corresponding first constituents (e.g.,
[entzündungs]hemmend ‘anti-inflammatory’, [arbeits]fördernd ‘work-promoting’)
(Fuhrhop, 2007: 141).

Source of analogical extension The third approach combines the parameters pre-
sented above and adds an ambiguous category: whenever a nominal form is in-
flectionally compatible in the above-defined sense, it can be considered to be mo-
tivated by a verb phrase (e.g., [vertrauenØ]erweckend ‘instilling confidence’, cf.
[VertrauenØ] erwecken ‘to instill confidence’). Whenever a nominal form is con-
ventional as defined above, it can be analyzed as motivated by root compounds (e.g.,
[arbeits]fördernd ‘life-saving’, cf. [Arbeits]tag ‘working day’).

One weakness in Fuhrhop’s (2007) approach and in the approach based on inflec-
tional compatibility is that linking elements and inflectional suffixes are often identi-
cal in form. For example, root compounds with Blume ‘flower’ as a first constituent
usually take a linking -n- (e.g., [Blumen]strauß ‘bouquet of flowers’). The nominal
form in [blumen]pflückend ‘flower-picking’ is thus conventional. However, it is also
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identical to the inflected nominal form in the corresponding verb phrase [Blumen]
pflücken ‘to pick flowers’. Therefore, it cannot be decided whether the nominal form
[blumen] is motivated by root compounds or by a verb phrase. As a result, a third
category for ambiguous cases like [blumen]pflückend needs to be established. Note
that the zero morpheme can be ambiguously motivated as well: [goldØ]erzeugend
‘gold-producing’ – [GoldØ] erzeugen ‘to produce gold’ – [GoldØ]barren ‘gold bar’.
Given that most root compounds are unlinked (e.g., Krott et al., 2007: 29; such as
[GoldØ]barren), it is not surprising that ambiguously motivated cases form the largest
class (cf. Sect. 4.3).

Morphological indicators such as concatenated spelling and linking elements had
largely been established for root compounds by the early New High German pe-
riod (by around 1700; e.g., Solling, 2012; Kopf, 2018a). Therefore, this paper aims
to study how noun-participle combinations have diachronically developed between
word formation and syntax from the early 18th century up until today. For a thorough
empirical analysis of noun-participle combinations, a diachronic corpus of newspaper
texts will be examined. Spellings and nominal forms will be used as central indicators
for locating noun-participle combinations between phrases and words. Based on the
literature, the following hypotheses will be tested:

1. Noun-participle combinations diachronically undergo morphologization. In this
case, we would expect them to be increasingly written as one graphemic unit and
to take the same nominal forms as root compounds with corresponding first con-
stituents.

2. The higher their token frequency, the more prone noun-participle combinations are
to undergo morphologization. This should be reflected in concatenated spellings
and in the occurrence of nominal forms that match those of root compounds with
corresponding first constituents.

The methodology—including data sampling and annotation—is presented in the
following section.

3 Corpus study: data and methodology

3.1 Sampling

The data for this study were taken from two newspaper corpora extending over the
period from the 18th century to the 20th. Newspaper language is expected to have
properties that are typical of the standard German language (Eisenberg, 2007: 217).
The focus of this study is on the standard variety of German as spoken in Germany.
Newspaper articles from the German Text Archive (DTA) were used to cover the
18th and 19th centuries.15 Since the DTA is continuously extended, it is a dynamic
corpus.16 The DTA newspaper corpus contained a total of 13,280,605 tokens when
the data were collected in December 2019. Since the DTA mostly consists of texts

15https://www.dwds.de/d/k-referenz#dta.
16A snapshot of the DTA as of October 16, 2019, is accessible via https://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/dta2019/.

https://www.dwds.de/d/k-referenz#dta
https://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/dta2019/
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of trans-regional importance,17 it is expected to represent the early stages of Ger-
man standard language. It must be noted that the DTA is not balanced over time. This
means that earlier decades in the corpus comprise significantly fewer tokens than later
decades. The 1700s, 1760s, 1820s, and 1860s are not represented in the newspaper
corpus at all. This was taken into account in the analyses, which focus primarily on
the period from 1840 onwards. From then on, the size of the corpus allows for more
reliable statements and for better comparability between the decades. To compen-
sate for remaining differences between the decades, absolute numbers and relative
frequencies will be reported.

In order to study the years 1900 to 1999, the core corpus of the Digital Dictio-
nary of the German Language (DWDS) was used and was also limited to newspaper
articles.18 For copyright reasons, not all parts of this corpus are accessible to the pub-
lic, especially for texts dating from 1980 onwards. These texts cannot be queried, so
only the publicly available part of the corpus is used here. The number of publicly
available tokens in the DWDS newspaper corpus is 30,154,346.

The DTA and DWDS core corpus are lemmatized and tagged for parts of speech
with the same tag set and according to similar guidelines, thus identical queries can
be used. To retrieve noun-participle combinations, the interfaces were queried for ad-
jectives in any syntactic position ($p=ADJ*) with lemmata ending in -end, -elnd or
-ernd ($l=/e[lr]?nd$/), compare (9). Since present participles are tagged as adjectives
in both corpora and end in the grapheme sequences mentioned, this query retrieves
present participles or noun-participle-combinations with concatenated spelling or
hyphenation. Additionally, appellative nouns ($p=NN) followed by such adjectives
were queried to retrieve combinations with spaced spelling, compare (10). Hits that
were already retrieved by the query in (9) were manually removed.

(9) $l=/e[lr]?nd$/ WITH $p=ADJ*

(10) $p=NN $l=/e[lr]?nd$/ WITH $p=ADJ*

Both queries ensure high recall. However, the queries incur low precision and re-
quire forms such as tausend ‘thousand’ and single participles to be manually ex-
cluded. The noun had to have the interpretation as an object of the underlying verb,
thus hits such as schweißglänzend ‘shining with sweat’ were excluded. Addition-
ally, noun-participle combinations with determiners, quantifiers, or modifiers were
excluded (den Redner beleidigend ‘insulting the speaker’, Berliner Tageblatt (morn-
ing issue), 02-12-1902, DWDS). These structures are clearly phrasal and thus not part
of the continuum between syntax and morphology that is the scope of this study (cf.
Sect. 2.2).

The syntactic context was used to clarify whether a noun occurs autonomously. In
(11), for example, the noun Butter ‘butter’ is preceded by the determiner der ‘the’.
This determiner, however, refers to Frauen ‘women’, as can be seen from the in-
flection. Hence, Butter occurs autonomously, so the hit is included in the study. By
contrast, the noun Umweltschutz ‘environmental protection’ in (12) has a determiner

17http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/doku/textauswahl.
18https://www.dwds.de/d/k-referenz#kern.

http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/doku/textauswahl
https://www.dwds.de/d/k-referenz#kern
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and was excluded. Coordinated nouns were considered if none of the nouns were
modified or part of a prepositional phrase.

(11) die Abwesenheit der Butter einkaufenden Frauen (DWDS)19

the absence the.GEN.PL butter.ACC.SG buy.PTCP woman.GEN.PL

‘the absence of the butter-buying women’

(12) ihre den Umweltschutz betreffenden Maßnahmen (DWDS)20

their.ACC.PL the.ACC.SG environmental protection.ACC.SG concern.PTCP

measure.ACC.PL

‘their measures relating to environmental protection’

Twenty-two cases were ambiguous between autonomous and modified nouns.21 Con-
sidering the broader syntactic context of these cases, the possibility that the nouns are
intended to occur autonomously could not be ruled out. Therefore, these cases were
included in the study. Finally, noun-participle combinations that are used as nouns
were excluded (e.g., Vorstandsvorsitzende ‘chairwoman’).

Descriptive statistics were performed with R (version 4.1.3, R Core Team, 2022).
In order to investigate which factors determine the choice for spellings and nominal
forms, binomial logistic regressions were performed using the package lme4 (Bates
et al., 2022). Model selection was based on the AIC values and on the results of
an ANOVA. Marginal and conditional R2 values were calculated using the function
r .squaredGLMM (method: delta) from the package MuMIn (Bartón, 2022). The full
dataset and R code are available at https://osf.io/ey54w/.

3.2 Annotation

Noun-participle combinations were annotated for spelling, valency of the base verb,
token frequency of individual types, lemma, and features of nominal forms. In or-
der to simplify the statistical analysis, token frequencies were determined over the
entire period of investigation, that is, diachronic developments of frequencies were
not considered. Each noun-participle combination was lemmatized, with variants of
spelling and nominal forms (e.g., Erfolg versprechend, erfolgversprechend, erfolgs-
versprechend ‘promising’) put together as one type. Nominal forms were analyzed
according to the three approaches introduced in Sect. 2.3: inflectional compatibility,
comparison to root compounds (Fuhrhop, 2007), and source of analogical extension.
Inflectionally incompatible nominal forms corresponding to root compounds are not
expected to occur in noun-participle combinations with spaced spelling in New High
German (*Erfolgs versprechend ‘promising’; e.g., Kopf, 2018a: 342–343), as con-
firmed by the present study. Hence, the annotation of nominal forms was limited to
noun-participle combinations with concatenated spelling or hyphenation.

19Vossische Zeitung (evening edition), 03-03-1916, provided by the DWDS core corpus.
20Archiv der Gegenwart, 2001 [1979], provided by the DWDS core corpus.
21An example of this is frohe Hoffnung erweckende Nachrichten (Vossische Zeitung (morning edition),
03-02-1912, provided by the DWDS core corpus). This phrase can be analyzed either as [[frohe Hoff-
nung] erweckende] Nachrichten ‘news that awakens joyful hope’ or as [frohe] [Hoffnung erweckende]
Nachrichten ‘happy hopeful news’.

https://osf.io/ey54w/
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Regarding the comparison to root compounds (Fuhrhop, 2007), it would not have
been feasible within the scope of this study to determine the conventional nomi-
nal form for each noun on an empirical basis, especially since diachronic devel-
opments would have to be considered as well. To operationalize the concept of
conventional and unconventional nominal forms, the annotation is limited to noun-
participle combinations which have derivatives ending in -ung or nominalized in-
finitives as first constituents, as for example [achtungs/Ø]gebietend ‘awe-inspiring’,
[vertrauens/Ø]erweckend ‘instilling confidence’. These two patterns show a very
clear preference as first constituents in root compounds: in contemporary German,
their nominal forms regularly contain a linking -s- (Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2008: 4;
Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2011: 58) (e.g., [Achtungs]applaus ‘polite applause’, [Ver-
trauens]person ‘person of trust’). This was already true by the 18th century (Kopf,
2018a: 264–265), which means that -s- is conventional throughout the entire period
of investigation, whereas a zero morpheme occurs most likely by analogy to covertly
inflected nouns in verb phrases. For both derivatives ending in -ung and nominalized
infinitives, root compounds must be the analogical source of nominal forms since
the -s- cannot be explained by the syntax. In the case of derivatives ending in -ung,
the linking -s- cannot be analyzed as an inflectional suffix (*Leistungs, *Zeitungs);
it is nonparadigmatic (cf. Sect. 2.3). For nominalized infinitives, a genitive singular
interpretation of -s- (des Vertrauens) is impossible in this context as nominalized in-
finitives do not occur with the rare cases of verbs requiring genitive objects in the
corpus data (cf. Sect. 4.1). Hence, derivatives ending in -ung and nominalized infini-
tives are a promising test case for conventional or unconventional nominal forms.

For annotating the source of analogical extension of nominal forms, a random
sample of 50 tokens was annotated for each span of 20 years between 1840 and 1999.
Note that this sample is not limited to a specific morphological structure of first con-
stituents. It was not feasible to annotate larger samples within the scope of this study.
The random sample is likely to contain mainly noun-participle combinations with
high token frequencies. In order to consider low-frequency types as well, a further
random sample of 50 tokens per decade was taken from hapax legomena originating
from the 20th century.

4 Results of the corpus study

4.1 Frequencies

The procedure described above retrieved 14,933 tokens of noun-participle combina-
tions and 2,050 types in the period from the early 18th century to 1999.22

Noun-participle combinations have undergone a remarkable increase in token fre-
quency over the past three centuries. Figure 1 illustrates this development. The num-
ber of tokens per one million words increased from 68.74 in the 1710s to 626.45 in
the 1970s. The outlier from the 1800s comes from individual texts in which certain

22Variants of spellings and nominal forms are put together as one type. For instance, Vertrauen erweckend,
vertrauenerweckend, and vertrauenserweckend ‘instilling confidence’ all belong to the same type.
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Fig. 1 Token frequencies in the DTA and DWDS core corpus projected to one million words

types are frequently repeated. The sudden drop to 375.66 (1980s) or 355.97 tokens
per million words (1990s) at the end of the 20th century is apparently due to the com-
position of the corpus. Until the 1970s, the DWDS newspaper corpus largely consists
of texts from the source Archiv der Gegenwart (newspaper articles with a focus on
day-to-day politics) with a share of up to 91.68% (1970s), which provides most of the
noun-participle combinations up until that point. This share drops to 33.62% in the
1980s, while at the same time 60.17% of tokens of noun-participle combinations still
come from the Archiv der Gegenwart. In the 1990s, 13.84% of tokens in the corpus
come from the Archiv der Gegenwart providing 31.43% of tokens of noun-participle
combinations in that decade. Thus, the share of a source that generally provides many
noun-participle combinations declines in the composition of the corpus in the late
20th century.

The relative increase of tokens of noun-participle combinations plus the increas-
ing corpus size over the decades lead to an unequal distribution of tokens along the
time axis. There are only 31 records of noun-participle combinations from the 18th
century. 2,286 combinations date from the 19th century. 12,616 tokens originate from
the 20th century.

Absolute frequencies of specific types suggest that several noun-participle combi-
nations are highly lexicalized. The most frequent types are stellvertretend ‘deputy’,
lit. “filling in for a position” (2,587 tokens), grundlegend ‘basic’, lit. “ground-laying”
(1,440 tokens) and maßgebend ‘decisive’, lit. “measure-giving” (1,083 tokens). Note
that stellvertretend has idiosyncratic characteristics. It has a subtractive nominal form
(Stelle > stell) and an isolated, lexicalized meaning differing from the underlying
verb phrase (die Stelle vertreten ‘to fill in the position’). Nevertheless, even lexical-
ized noun-participle combinations as such are generally not completely demotivated
(Pümpel-Mader et al., 1992: 256).
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Among the 2,050 types are 1,482 hapax legomena, suggesting a high level of pro-
ductivity of the noun-participle pattern (cf. Baayen, 1994, 2001: 203–205).23 Among
the 1,482 hapax legomena, there are 905 types of nouns and 521 types of participles.
The most frequent participle occurring in hapax legomena is suchend ‘searching’
with 42 occurrences, followed by erzeugend ‘producing’ (29 occurrences) and be-
treffend ‘concerning’ (28 occurrences). Top nouns are Leben ‘life’, Welt ‘world’, and
Herz ‘heart’, occurring 22, 21, and 18 times, respectively.

99.04% of noun-participle combinations contain base verbs that require the noun
to be in the accusative case in the underlying verb phrase (14,790 instances, e.g.,
erfolgversprechend ‘promising’). Combinations with dative verbs (0.74%, 111 in-
stances, e.g., gottvertrauend ‘trusting in God’) and genitive verbs (0.21%, 32 in-
stances, e.g., dienstenthebend ‘relieving of duty’) are considerably less frequent. This
result is consistent with the literature on noun-participle combinations, according to
which accusative combinations are most frequent (Fuhrhop, 2007: 135; Wilss, 1983:
230; Müller & Müller, 1961: 72; Lohde, 2006: 167).

4.2 Spelling: concatenated spellings spread diachronically

Most of the evidence occurs in concatenated spelling (93.15%, 13,910 tokens). 6.7%
of the noun-participle combinations (1,001 tokens) exhibit spaced spelling, while
only 0.15% of the combinations (22 tokens) are hyphenated.24 Figure 2 illustrates
how the ratio of concatenated to spaced spelling has developed in diachrony. Con-
catenated spellings clearly predominated in most of the decades;25 their share even
increased over the course of the 19th and 20th centuries. 80.97% of the combinations
were written as one graphemic unit between 1840 and 1849. This percentage rose and
reached a peak of 96.93% in the 1960s. The ratio between the spelling variants has
stabilized over time. Although noun-participle combinations increasingly tended to
be written as a graphemic unit, combinations with spaced spellings have persisted.26

The development of types is illustrated in Fig. 3. Whenever a noun-participle
combination displayed both spaced and concatenated spelling, it was treated as two
types (e.g., Öl fördernd vs. ölfördernd ‘oil-producing’). As for tokens, there is a di-
achronic increase of concatenated spellings for types, although the proportions of
noun-participle combinations written as a graphemic unit are generally lower than
for tokens. The peak was reached between 1980 and 1989 with 89.96% of the types
being written as a graphemic unit. Note that for the 1980s, the average number of

23Note that the number of hapax legomena largely depends on the corpus size (cf. Baayen, 2001). This is
one of the many reasons why hapax legomena are not necessarily neologisms (Hilpert, 2018: 95).
24Since hyphenations are highly infrequent, they will not be taken into account in the following analyses.
25Due to the scarcity of the data, the time sections from 1710 to 1839 (93 records in total) are not included
in the figure. Up to 1839, the data show more variability of spelling than in the subsequent decades, though
concatenated spelling is generally favored.
26Note that spelling in Germany is determined by state regulations, which are also implemented in the
extra-governmental sphere (Dürscheid, 2016: 166). However, orthographic regulation is unlikely to play
a role in the data given that before 1996, the spelling of noun-participle combinations was not offi-
cially regulated or variation was tolerated, respectively. The prescriptive rule from 2004 banning concate-
nated spelling of single nouns and participles was removed in 2006 after having been heavily criticized
(Dürscheid, 2016: 191, 201–202).
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Fig. 2 Diachronic development of the spelling of noun-participle combinations for tokens, including ab-
solute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 14,819)

tokens per type is 3.55 (763:215) for concatenated spelling, but only 1.08 (26:24)
for spaced spelling. Similar results can be found for the other decades. This is a first
hint in the data that high token frequencies of individual types support concatenated
spellings.

To find out which factors determine the choice between concatenated and spaced
spelling, a binomial logistic regression was performed using the package lme4 (Bates
et al., 2022) in R.27 Tokens that are hyphenated or that originate from the period be-
fore 1840 were excluded from this analysis due to scarcity of data. In the maximum
model, the variables DECADE and FREQUENCY were considered as fixed effects.
Since token frequencies were determined based on the entire period of investigation
(cf. Sect. 3.2), no interaction between the two fixed effects was modeled here. To
control for the influence of individual newspapers, the variable NEWSPAPER was set
as a random effect. This was done to prevent any editorial guidelines of individual
newspapers from distorting the results. Furthermore, the variable LEMMA was set as
random effect in order to control for possible spelling preferences of individual types.
According to the AIC values, the maximum model is the best-fit model. The ANOVA
shows that simplified models result in a significant loss of information (compari-
son between the maximum model and a model without FREQUENCY: χ2 = 41.815,
df = 1, Pr(> χ2) = 1.004e−10∗∗∗; comparison between the maximum model and a
model without DECADE: χ2 = 35.681, df = 1, Pr(> χ2) = 2.325e − 09∗∗∗). Look-
ing only at the data from 1840 until 1999 and ignoring hyphenation, this analy-
sis shows that DECADE proves to be a significant predictor for spelling. The FRE-

27Model formula for the maximum model in R: glmer(Spelling ∼ Decade + Frequency + (1 | Newspaper)
+ (1 | Lemma), data = df.1840.nohyph, nAGQ = 0, family = ‘binomial’.
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Fig. 3 Diachronic development of the spelling of noun-participle combinations for types, including abso-
lute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 3,455)

Table 2 Binomial logistic regression with all factors as predictors (final model, n = 14,819, marginal
R2 = 0.9094, conditional R2 = 0.9719)

Fixed effects

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) -33.404863 6.452229 -5.177 2.25e-07∗∗∗
Decade 0.018176 0.003383 5.373 7.75e-08∗∗∗
Frequency 0.011933 0.002155 5.536 3.09e-08∗∗∗

Random effects

Variance Std. Dev.

Lemma 8.0167 2.8314

Newspaper 0.9289 0.9638

Goodness of Fit

AIC BIC log likelihood deviance

4441.1 4479.1 -2215.5 4431.1

QUENCY of individual types also turns out to be a significant predictor for spelling.
The estimates of the final model are given in Table 2.28

28For the binomial logistic regression, the characteristic value concatenated spelling was set to 1, spaced
spelling was set to 0.
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4.3 Nominal forms: root compounds as a model

As is shown in Sect. 2.3, nominal forms indicate the degree of morphologiza-
tion (Fuhrhop, 2000) since they can either correspond to nominal forms in verb
phrases ([lebenØ]bedrohend, Berliner Tageblatt (evening issue), 03-01-1918, DWDS,
cf. [LebenØ] bedrohen ‘threaten life’) or to nominal forms in root compounds
([lebens]bejahend ‘life-affirming’, Berliner Tageblatt (morning issue), 03-02-1915,
DWDS, cf. [Lebens]ziel ‘life goal’). Several approaches to classify nominal forms
were introduced in Sect. 2.3. In the following, the results of the analyses will be pre-
sented. First, we will look at inflectional compatibility. Then we will turn to conven-
tional and unconventional nominal forms (Fuhrhop, 2007), focusing on derivatives
ending in -ung and nominalized infinitives as first constituents. Subsequently, the re-
sults on the source of analogical extension of nominal forms will be presented.

Figure 4 shows how the inflectional (in)compatibility of nominal forms has de-
veloped from 1840 up to present-day German.29 The share of incompatible nominal
forms has increased over time. In the 19th century, incompatible nominal forms were
rather rare with a share of at most 13.23%. During the 20th century, they spread
rapidly, reaching a peak of 52.4% in the 1960s. At the end of the 20th century, the
share of incompatible nominal forms dropped to 37.43% in the1980s and to 32.83%
in the 1990s. This sudden decrease in frequency of incompatible nominal forms is
likely due to changing token frequencies of individual types. For example, the fre-
quency of the type stellvertretend (incompatible nominal form) dropped from 36.25%
of all tokens in the 1970s to 8.57% in the 1990s. A diachronic increase of incompat-
ible nominal forms is also evident when types are considered (cf. Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 Diachronic development of the inflectional compatibility of nominal forms (tokens), including ab-
solute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 13,857)

29Before 1840, too, inflectionally compatible nominal forms clearly prevailed in most decades.
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Fig. 5 Diachronic development of the inflectional compatibility of nominal forms (types), including abso-
lute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 2,725)

To find out which factors determine inflectional (in)compatibility, a binomial lo-
gistic regression was performed.30 In the maximum model, the variables DECADE,
FREQUENCY, and NEWSPAPER were included as in the spelling analysis. Further-
more, the variable NOUN was specified as a random effect. This was done to control
for individual first constituents that prefer a particular nominal form or that do not
allow for variation between nominal forms.

An ANOVA shows that FREQUENCY is not a significant predictor for inflec-
tional (in)compatibility and can be neglected in the final model. The model with-
out FREQUENCY emerged as the model with the lowest AIC value. DECADE proves
to be a significant predictor for the choice of nominal forms. The ANOVA shows
that neglecting DECADE results in a significant loss of information (comparison be-
tween the maximum model and a model without DECADE: χ2 = 11.492, df = 1,
Pr(> χ2) = 0.000699∗∗∗). The estimates of the final model are given in Table 3.31

As discussed above, investigating inflectional compatibility sheds light on the ex-
tent to which nominal forms can be explained by analogy to verb phrases. From a
diachronic perspective, this approach is the most conservative one because the com-
patible category by definition includes cases that are ambiguous between verb phrases
and root compounds—while the incompatible category is on the rise diachronically.
To gain deeper insight into cases that are ambiguous between verb phrases and root
compounds, it is useful to additionally consider the other two approaches introduced
in Sect. 2. In the following, the results of these analyses are presented.

Fuhrhop’s (2007) approach determines the extent to which nominal forms can
be explained by analogy to root compounds. For root compounds with derivatives

30Model formula for the maximum model in R: glmer(Compatibility ∼ Decade + Frequency + (1 | News-
paper) + (1 | Noun), data = df.1840.nosep, nAGQ = 0, family = ‘binomial’.
31For the binomial logistic regression, the characteristic value inflectionally incompatible was set to 1,
inflectionally compatible was set to 0.
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Table 3 Binomial logistic regression with DECADE as predictor (final model, n = 13,857, marginal R2 =
0.0006, conditional R2 = 0.1354)

Fixed effects

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) -21.550092 5.746247 -3.750 0.000177∗∗∗
Decade 0.009464 0.00299 3.165 0.001549∗∗

Random effects

Variance Std. Dev.

Noun 33.3251 5.7728

Newspaper 0.3222 0.5676

Goodness of Fit

AIC BIC log likelihood deviance

2626.7 2656.9 -1309.4 2618.7

Table 4 Diachronic development of linking elements after derivatives ending in -ung (tokens), including
absolute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 471)

Decade 1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910

-ung+Ø 45 (0.67) 5 (0.71) - 4 (1) 1 (0.5) 0 9 (0.56) 9 (0.6)

-ung+s 22 (0.33) 2 (0.29) - 0 (0) 1 (0.5) 0 7 (0.44) 6 (0.4)

Decade 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

-ung+Ø 16 (0.46) 35 (0.67) 44 (0.71) 47 (0.55) 25 (0.69) 23 (0.48) 15 (0.71) 7 (0.35)

-ung+s 19 (0.54) 17 (0.33) 18 (0.29) 39 (0.45) 11 (0.31) 25 (0.52) 6 (0.29) 13 (0.65)

ending in -ung and nominalized infinitives as first constituents, -s- is the conventional
linking element throughout the period of investigation. Therefore, noun-participle
combinations with corresponding first constituents are a good test case. The data
suggest that noun-participle combinations do not show the same clear preference for
the linking -s-. As can be seen in Tables 4 and 5, the spread of the linking -s- in
noun-participle combinations is clearly lagging behind.

471 noun-participle combinations exhibiting concatenated spelling or hyphenation
and having a derivative first constituent ending in -ung were identified. Of these, 285
are unlinked (60.51%, [verfassungØ]gebend) and 186 take a linking -s- (39.49%,
[verfassungs]ändernd).32 Taken together, the data show that there is great variation
between the zero morpheme and linking -s- during the entire period of investigation.
Unlike root compounds (Kopf, 2018a), there seems to be no clear trend towards the
(conventional) linking -s- for noun-participle combinations.

Similar results can be found for nominalized infinitives. The study retrieved 252
noun-participle combinations with concatenated spellings or hyphenation that have
a nominalized infinitive as first constituent. 151 of these take a zero morpheme

32This difference is statistically significant (χ2 = 20.81, df = 1, p < 0.001).
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Table 5 Diachronic development of linking elements after nominalized infinitives (tokens), including ab-
solute numbers and relative frequencies (n = 252)

Decade 1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910

infinitive+Ø 21 (1) 4 (1) - 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (1) 12 (1) 13 (0.72)

infinitive+s 0 (0) 0 (0) - 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (0.28)

infinitive+subtraction 0 (0) 0 (0) - 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Decade 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

infinitive+Ø 30 (0.94) 19 (0.79) 7 (0.64) 9 (0.9) 8 (0.67) 9 (0.21) 7 (0.2) 8 (0.3)

infinitive+s 2 (0.06) 5 (0.21) 4 (0.36) 0 (0) 4 (0.33) 33 (0.79) 28 (0.8) 19 (0.7)

infinitive+subtraction 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0.1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

(59.92%), 100 tokens occur with a linking -s- (39.68%) and one exhibits a sub-
tractive nominal form33 (0.4%, Rennen + entscheidend > renn_entscheidend ‘race-
determining’).34 For the nominalized infinitives there is a clear and rapid develop-
ment towards the conventional linking -s-, which begins in the early 20th century. In
the 1980s, linking -s- already occurs with a relative frequency of 0.8. However, it had
not yet completely spread and at that time still competed with the zero morpheme.

As is shown in Sect. 2.3, the analogical source of nominal forms can be ambigu-
ous. The first two approaches presented here are more conservative and rely on bi-
nary categorizations (compatible vs. incompatible; conventional vs. unconventional),
whereas the approach of analogical sources reflects ambiguous cases in considering
three categories: verb phrases as analogical source, root compounds as analogical
source, and ambiguity of the analogical source. In order to study the source of ana-
logical extension of nominal forms diachronically, the period from 1840 to 1999 was
divided into sections of twenty years. From each section, 50 random records were
selected, so that a total of 400 noun-participle combinations were analyzed. For 249
noun-participle combinations the analogical source was ambiguous (62.25%, e.g.,
[holzØ]verarbeitend ‘woodworking’). 92 combinations exhibit nominal forms mo-
tivated by root compounds (23%, e.g., [staats]erhaltend ‘state-preserving’) and 59
nominal forms are motivated by verb phrases (14.75%, e.g., [vertragØ]schließend
‘contracting’, lit. “contract-concluding”). The diachronic distribution is illustrated in
Fig. 6.

It is particularly striking how quickly nominal forms motivated by root compounds
spread over the course of the 20th century. In the second half of the 19th century, only
two or three out of fifty nominal forms were clearly motivated by root compounds.
Between 1960 and 1979, 28 of 50 nominal forms were motivated by root compounds.
The change over time is only significant for nominal forms motivated by root com-
pounds (Kendall’s tau: τ = 0.691, z = 2.369, p = 0.018; cf. Hilpert & Gries, 2009;

33The subtractive linking element is most likely motivated by the model of root compounds as well.
Though the nominalized infinitive Rennen ‘race’ is a rather unusual first constituent for root compounds
(cf. Kopf, 2018a: 266), the corresponding verbal stem does occur as a first constituent in root compounds
and apparently served as a model here (e.g., Renn_stall ‘racing stable’). Furthermore, avoidance of hap-
lology could play a role here due to the repeating en: Rennen, entscheidend.
34These differences are statistically significant (χ2 = 138.5, df = 2, p < 0.001).
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Fig. 6 Diachronic development of the source of analogical extensions of nominal forms, relative frequen-
cies (tokens, n = 400)

Fig. 7 Diachronic development of the sources of analogical extension of nominal forms in hapax legom-
ena, relative frequencies (n = 500)

Kopf, 2018a: 244–246 for the methodology). However, the picture is distorted by
some highly frequent types.

To balance potential frequency effects which may have arisen because of the pres-
ence of some highly frequent types in Fig. 6, 50 hapax legomena per decade between
1900 and 199935 were randomly chosen, making for a total of 500 tokens. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 7. According to a Kendall’s tau test, the diachronic develop-

35Only in the 20th century is there a sufficiently large number of hapax legomena.
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ment is not significant for any of the three groups. Nominal forms with an ambiguous
source of analogical extension were predominant in all decades (relative frequencies
between 0.6 and 0.76), followed by nominal forms motivated by root compounds
(relative frequencies between 0.14 and 0.38) and nominal forms motivated by verb
phrases (relative frequencies between 0 and 0.14).

5 Discussion and conclusion

This study was the first to examine the diachronic change of noun-participle com-
binations in German on a large-scale empirical basis. In particular, this study has
investigated how the combinations have evolved between syntax and word forma-
tion over the past 300 years. Based on a diachronic newspaper corpus, two hypothe-
ses were tested: (1) Noun-participle combinations diachronically undergo morpholo-
gization and (2) the morphologization of noun-participle combinations is supported
by lexicalization. Spelling and nominal forms were used as central features to de-
termine the degree of morphologization; token frequencies were used as an indica-
tor of lexicalization. Both hypotheses could be essentially confirmed: as time pro-
gresses, concatenated spellings and nominal forms that are distinct from correspond-
ing verb phrases are more likely to occur (Aufsehen erregend > aufsehenerregend
‘sensational’; [lebenØ]bedrohend > [lebens]bedrohend ‘life-threatening’ – ∗[Lebens]
bedrohen ‘to threaten (a) life’). As expected, the proportion of concatenated spellings
is rising with an increasing degree of lexicalization of the individual types. However,
lexicalization is not a significant predictor for the shape of nominal forms. Contrary
to expectations, the probability of an inflectionally incompatible nominal form to oc-
cur in a noun-participle combination does not increase the more this combination is
lexicalized.

Note that the observed spread of concatenated spellings between 1700 and 1999
is not a general trend for compounds. For nominal root compounds, concatenated
spelling (or hyphenation) became the norm much earlier (cf. Solling, 2012: 103–121;
Kopf, 2018a: 342–354). The same largely applies to nominal forms of root com-
pounds, which have mostly been established by the beginning of the New High Ger-
man period (cf. Kopf, 2018a: 233–287; Kopf, 2018b).

Overall, the results suggest that noun-participle combinations undergo morpholo-
gization (cf. Fuhrhop, 2000): they take on features that are typical of words (con-
catenated spelling, linking elements) and abandon characteristics that are typical
of phrases (spaced spelling, inflected nominal constituents). In terms of spelling,
this process is supported by lexicalization. To date, the morphologization of noun-
participle combinations has not been completed since there is still variation, as for
example in [achtungØ]gebietend/[achtungs]gebietend ‘awe-inspiring’. Additionally,
the spread of concatenated spellings seems to have come to a standstill. It could be
shown that the share of spaced spellings has stabilized at around 3.07% (1960s) to
4.77% (1990s) in the second half of the 20th century. This is due to the strong syntac-
tic linkage of noun-participle combinations. Their correspondence to more complex
participle phrases (e.g., den frisch gemähten Rasen düngend ‘fertilizing the freshly
mowed lawn’, lit. “the-ACC freshly mowed-ACC lawn-ACC fertilizing”) keeps a sub-
set of the combinations tied to the syntax. By analogy with more complex participle
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phrases (cf. Sect. 2.2), they can still be analyzed as phrases themselves, which is
expressed by means of spaced spelling. This prevents concatenated spellings from
becoming fully established, even though there is a clear trend toward morphologiza-
tion.

The results are essentially consistent with Fuhrhop (2007), who expects noun-
participle combinations to become more morphological over time. The results also
fit into the crosslinguistic trend that multi-morphemic units with two or more con-
stituents carrying lexical meaning take on features diachronically that are typical of
words or occur (almost) exclusively in words. Here, too, this development is sup-
ported by lexicalization, as has been shown by Plag et al. (2008), Kuperman and
Bertram (2013), and Sanchez-Stockhammer (2018) for English compounds, for ex-
ample.

This raises the question of why lexicalization is not a significant predictor for
inflectional compatibility of nominal forms. In the statistical analysis, no signifi-
cant effect of FREQUENCY on COMPATIBILITY was detected. Contrary to expec-
tations, the maximum model (cf. Table 6, Appendix) even yields a negative correla-
tion between the two variables (which cannot be generalized beyond the sample).
That is, in the data, the share of incompatible nominal forms decreases with in-
creasing token frequency. This result runs counter to Fuhrhop (2000: 211) and to
Kopf (2018a: 183) who state that conventional linking elements increasingly occur
with increasing lexicalization.36 Note that the statistical analysis was performed on
the comparison to verb phrases (inflectional compatibility), whereas Fuhrhop refers
to the comparison to root compounds. However, the different approaches do not
sufficiently account for the inconsistency between Fuhrhop (2000) and the present
data. Reconsidering first constituents suffixed by -ung, we still see that the share
of the conventional linking -s- decreases with increasing token frequency. Thus, the
most frequent noun-participle combination containing an -ung-derivative is [verfas-
sungØ]gebend/[verfassungs]gebend ‘constitutional’, lit. “constitution-giving”, with
255 occurrences, of which 194 (76.08%) are unlinked and 61 (23.92%) contain a
linking -s-. In the case of the 45 hapax legomena containing a first constituent suf-
fixed by -ung, these ratios are reversed: 10 of them (relative frequency: 0.22) are
unlinked, while 35 (relative frequency: 0.78) contain a linking -s-. Similar results can
be found for noun-participle combinations with nominalized infinitives as first con-
stituents. Note that these statements rely on small samples. However, Nübling and
Szczepaniak’s (2011) Google search suggests similar conclusions. Their data suggest
that highly frequent synthetic compounds are more likely to preserve the unlinked
nominal form corresponding to verb phrases (e.g., [StellungØ]nahme ‘statement’ –
[StellungØ] nehmen ‘to comment’, Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2011: 60).37 This in-
dicates that even if we consider the comparison to root compounds in the sense of
Fuhrhop, there seems to be a negative correlation between conventional linking el-

36Note that Fuhrhop‘s (2000) statement is not obviously based on empirical data. Kopf’s (2018a: 183)
statement is based on a corpus query for only two types (achtung(s)gebietend, richtung(s)weisend).
37Nübling and Szczepaniak (2011) consider three text types: books, forums, and blogs. Although the
share of unlinked nouns differs between the text types, there is a general tendency that highly frequent
types remain unliked. Due to this, it seems unlikely that the text type newspaper could play a role in this
respect.
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ements and token frequency. A possible explanation for this is that high token fre-
quency blocks regularization (cf. Bybee, 2006). Since the vast majority of compounds
are root compounds (cf. Ortner et al., 1991: 112; Gaeta & Zeldes, 2012: 203–204),
we can view the nominal forms of root compounds (e.g., [Erfolgs]geschichte ‘suc-
cess story’) as the benchmark for other compounding patterns. Therefore, the adop-
tion of their nominal forms is a case of regularization or analogical reformation (e.g.,
[erfolgØ]versprechend > [erfolgs]versprechend ‘promising’). Bybee (2006) argues
that frequency strengthens the cognitive representation of words or phrases, making
them more likely to be accessed as a whole and hence more resistant to regulariza-
tion. This study’s results support this assumption and furthermore suggest that the
conserving effect is graded. The higher their token frequencies, the more likely it is
that individual types of noun-participle combinations block the alignment with root
compounds. Future research should investigate this trend using larger data sets. Fur-
thermore, conservatism of scientific jargon can delay analogical developments (cf.
Kopf, 2018a: 183, fn. 163), as is the case for [verfassungØ]gebend ‘constitutional’,
for example. Apparently, the conserving effect only affects nominal forms but not the
level of spelling since spaced spelling is not conserved for highly frequent types. A
reason for this could be that noun-participle combinations which are accessed as a
whole are more likely to be perceived as lexical units. This could in turn give rise to
concatenated spelling. In this respect, spelling may reflect the strength of cognitive
representation.

Following from that, the question arises as to why hyphenations are exceedingly
rare in the data. Hyphens would be an appropriate graphemic device to express cat-
egorial ambivalence of noun-participle combinations. In the data, however, they ac-
count for only 0.15% of tokens. The results of the present study reflect a crosslin-
guistic trend in which graphemic integration does not generally proceed from spaced
spelling via hyphenation to concatenated spelling. When linked root compounds
evolved from genitive constructions in Early New High German (1350–1650), they
directly changed from spaced to concatenated spelling (Kopf, 2018a: 342–343). Only
after that, a “century of hyphenation” (Kopf, 2017: 177) occurred from 1650 to 1750,
with more than half of the root compounds being hyphenated (Kopf, 2018a: 342–343;
Solling, 2012: 103–125). Similar results have been found for spelling change in En-
glish compounds, which is generally not mediated by hyphenation (Kuperman &
Bertram, 2013: 945–947; Sanchez-Stockhammer, 2018: 219–225). With regard to
noun-participle combinations, hyphenation is used to highlight categorically striking
nouns. 9 of 22 hyphens in the sample occur after nouns denoting languages, as in
spanisch-sprechend (Der Spiegel, 08.11.1982, DWDS) ‘Spanish-speaking’. In these
cases, the nouns are converted from adjectives. The hyphen is used here to indicate
the categorial markedness of the first constituents.38

Let us now turn to the two key questions posed in Sect. 2.1, that is, how words
and phrases can be distinguished from each other, and whether or not word formation
and syntax form distinct linguistic domains. The present study has shown that there

38Note that in New High German, nominalization is usually marked by capitalization (spanisch > Spanisch
‘Spanish’). Because concatenated noun-participle combinations are adjectives, they are normally written
in lower case. Thus, the nominalization of the first constituents cannot be expressed by capitalization.
Therefore, hyphens are used to express the categorial change (spanisch-sprechend ‘Spanish speaking’).
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is a general trend toward morphologization of noun-participle combinations. How-
ever, frequency effects work against this process in at least two ways. On the one
hand, infrequent types are more likely to retain spaced spelling. On the other hand,
data from Nübling and Szczepaniak (2011) suggest that highly frequent types of syn-
thetic compounds are more likely to retain nominal forms corresponding to inflected
nouns in verb phrases. This study supports this tendency, although there is a lack of
statistical significance. As a result of the interplay of morphologization and lexical-
ization, noun-participle combinations have become far more structurally diverse over
the past 300 years. Some combinations have moved close to the morphological pole
(cf. [vertrauens]erweckend, Archiv der Gegenwart, 2001 [1974], DWDS ‘instilling
confidence’), whilst others have stayed close to the syntax (cf. Abschied nehmend
‘farewell’), and many combinations exhibit ambiguously motivated nominal forms
and are therefore in between (cf. [holzØ]liefernd, Vossische Zeitung (morning is-
sue), 03-05-1903, DWDS ‘wood-supplying’). Still other combinations combine con-
catenated spelling and nominal forms corresponding to verb phrases, as for example
[kriegØ]führend ‘warring’ (cf. [KriegØ] führen ‘to wage war’ vs. [Kriegs]recht ‘mar-
tial law’). Moreover, single types occur in different shapes (cf. Achtung gebietend vs.
[achtungØ]gebietend vs. [achtungs]gebietend).

What does this imply for the cognitive representation of language? A modular
demarcation of word formation and syntax, as proposed by Ackema and Neeleman
(2004) and other works from the generative framework, cannot account for the differ-
ent degrees of morphologization exhibited by individual types and the noun-participle
pattern as a whole (cf. Schlücker, 2020: 66–67 on Giegerich’s 2015 proposal). If there
was a modular organization of language, we would expect noun-participle combina-
tions to exhibit morphological indicators on all linguistic levels as soon as they cross
the boundary between words and phrases. This in turn means that the development of
spelling and nominal forms should correlate. However, the present study has shown
that this is not the case (also cf. Kopf, 2018b: 111). This can be seen in Fig. 8, which
combines the results for the diachrony of spelling and compatibility of nominal forms
for tokens and types. Concatenated spelling already dominated in the 18th century,
and its share even increased over the 19th century (cf. the dark and medium shaded
bars in Fig. 8, as compared to the light shaded bars). Contrary to that, nominal forms
that are distinct in form from nominal forms in corresponding verb phrases were rare
during the 18th and 19th centuries and mainly spread over the course of the 20th cen-
tury (cf. the dark shaded bars in Fig. 8). This result makes a modular demarcation of
word formation and syntax implausible.

Due to morphologization on different linguistic levels and due to the great struc-
tural variation still evident today, it is reasonable to assume a multi-dimensional
continuum (Aikhenvald, 2002: 43) between word formation and syntax, reflected
in spelling and nominal forms. Additional linguistic levels that provide information
about this continuum, but were not considered here, include intonation and inflec-
tional behavior (e.g., gradability). The poles of this continuum are instances that ful-
fill the prototypical features of the respective domains.

Following from this, another question we are left to consider is that of whether
a delimitation of ‘word’ is possible after all. Even Booij (2010, 2012), who is a
prominent representative of the idea that there is no sharp boundary between word
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Fig. 8 Structural change of noun-participle combinations (spelling + inflectional compatibility) for tokens
(left, n = 14,819) and types (right, n = 3,507), absolute numbers and relative frequencies

formation and syntax, assumes so. He defines words based on the principle of Lex-
ical Integrity (e.g., Booij, 2012: 188) as formulated by Anderson (1992: 84). This
principle implies that syntactic rules cannot operate on the constituents of com-
plex words. However, noun-participle combinations show that this approach is prob-
lematic. Highly lexicalized combinations like verfassunggebend ‘constitutional’, lit.
“constitution-giving”, with nominal forms corresponding to verb phrases would be
syntactic according to the principle of Lexical Integrity. However, the fact that these
combinations exhibit word-typical features like concatenated spelling and (poten-
tially) conventionalized meaning is completely disregarded in this view. For further
criticism of the hypothesis of Lexical Integrity, see Haspelmath (2011: 67–69) and
references therein.

Booij’s approach shows that taking individual linguistic levels as decisive thresh-
olds for word status neglects the fact that there can still be more or less wordhood on
the other levels, as has been confirmed by the present study. Therefore, it has to be as-
sumed that the word is a non-discrete and multi-level unit. Unlike Booij (2010; 2012),
the present study proposes that there is fluidity between words and phrases (e.g.,
Bloomfield, 1984: 179–181; Lyons, 1968: 204; Schlücker, 2020: 67; Fuhrhop, 2007:
7). Nevertheless, it is necessary to clarify whether there is a hierarchy between the
levels of ‘word’. Crosslinguistically and diachronically, this is a promising direction
for future research. With regard to German, a hierarchy between spelling and nominal
forms has evolved. The occurrence of linking elements requires concatenated spelling
or at least hyphenation (Dudenredaktion, 2020: 57), which is also evident in the data
presented here, as there is no noun-participle combination in the corpora that exhibits
both an inflectionally incompatible nominal form and spaced spelling. The reverse
is not the case: noun-participle combinations that are written as one graphemic unit
can contain clearly inflected nominal forms (e.g., [arbeitsplätze]schaffend ‘creating
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jobs’). From this, we can conclude that the level of nominal forms is more crucial for
wordhood than the level of spelling. That said, it is not the defining feature of words
as argued above.

Assuming that there is a continuum between word formation and syntax, it would
not make sense to classify multi-morphemic lexical units as either words or phrases,
as also argued by Schlücker (2020) and Bauer (2019), for example. It would not be
possible to draw a line at one or more linguistic levels without violating other levels
as there are many patterns with mixed and/or ambiguous features (e.g., Schlücker,
2020: 60–61; Bloomfield, 1984: 181). Nonetheless, it is possible to determine the
respective degree of morphologization or wordhood based on these morphological or
phrasal features. The present study has exemplified this approach for German noun-
participle combinations. Applying this approach to other ambivalent patterns in other
languages as well, both from a diachronic and a synchronic perspective, is promising
for future research.

A final point to be addressed is the diachronic development of the continuum be-
tween word formation and syntax. The rich inventory of morphological indicators in
German is a result of language change. Historically, morphological indicators such
as concatenated spellings and, more recently, linking elements are linguistic innova-
tions (cf. Solling, 2012; Kopf, 2018a). In New High German they are well-established
features, while they were less common in Old High German, for instance. Given
this emergence of morphological indicators, the question arises whether the postu-
lated continuum between words and phrases is diachronically dissolving. Catego-
rial indicators could increasingly disambiguate structures that lie between words and
phrases so that the intermediate area between the poles disappears. However, it is
to be expected that there should be no dismantling of the continuum. Since the in-
ventory of categorial indicators in German yields patterns combining morphological
and phrasal features (cf. Schlücker, 2020), the indicators should consolidate the con-
tinuum instead of dismantling it. This is supported by the present study, which has
shown that morphologization affects noun-participle combinations at different lin-
guistic levels and to varying degrees, and interacts with lexicalization in complex
ways. As a result, noun-participle combinations have become far more structurally
diverse. Moreover, the respective indicators should strengthen the morphological and
the phrasal pole. Consider that in present-day German root compounds, morphologi-
cal indicators on different linguistic levels are largely interdependent. As was already
mentioned, linking elements and concatenated spellings usually co-occur. This is a
hint that the morphological pole has become more strongly contoured. This study
supports this assumption since there is a diachronic spread of noun-participle com-
binations that exhibit both concatenated spellings and incompatible nominal forms
(cf. Fig. 8). However, for a more empirically sound investigation of this question, a
broader data sample is needed, involving greater diachronic depth and a larger variety
of indicators studied. This would be a promising direction for future research looking
not only to focus on the recent history of German, but also to take into account its
earlier stages and to compare it to other languages.
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Appendix: binomial logistic regression

Table 6 Binomial logistic regression with DECADE and FREQUENCY as predictors for INFLECTIONAL

COMPATIBILITY as the dependent variable (maximum model, n = 13,857, marginal R2 = 0.0006, condi-
tional R2 = 0.1354); tokens that exhibit spaced spelling or that originate from the period before 1840 were
excluded from this analysis

Fixed effects

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept) -2.100e+01 5.774e+00 -3.638 0.000275 ***

Decade 9.192e-03 3.004e-03 3.060 0.002214 **

Frequency -1.197e-03 8.091e-04 -1.480 0.138889

Random effects

Variance Std. Dev.

Noun 33.4696 5.7853

Newspaper 0.3259 0.5709

Goodness of Fit

AIC BIC log likelihood deviance

2629.1 2666.7 -1309.5 2619.1
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